The IFC conducts a regular meeting in the Wilby Room.
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OFFICERS

Guy Carmichael  President
Ted Bywater  Vice President
Bill Cox  Secretary
Randy Watts  Treasurer

The IFC presented the Brothers Four for the 1960 Winter Concert.

During the Spring Quarter the IFC sponsored the annual IFC Sing.
Trial Board
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Butch Cochran
George Gannaway
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Ken Kase
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Taylor Rodgers
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Charlie Lord
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A room!!! . . . A room!!! . . . the old nursery . . . hang curtains . . . cover cushions . . . bamboo screens . . . hobos . . . fair . . . 5 new pledges . . . wax the floor . . . through the window . . . wash the rug . . . can't get the piano in . . . who needs a date? . . . lost two . . . need a record player . . . the oven doesn't bake evenly . . . tons of spaghetti . . . a nickel for Cokes . . . pledge project . . . silver service needs polishing . . . initiation . . . Banquet . . . no dishes . . . not finished yet . . . reports due . . . Lydia Mikell is coming . . . gold Greek letters . . . need more parties . . . take out telephone . . . one sister lost to matrimony . . . bells ring again in June . . . new pay phone . . . a silver dish . . . same for all . . . lost stove . . . lost refrigerator . . . alums help . . . State Day here . . . April 15th . . . elect officers . . . who will write the invitations? . . . name tags . . . 50 yellow . . . 50 blue . . . pay dues . . . won second place in Campus Chest Drive . . . 47 cents per member . . . work (?) party . . . Rose Banquet . . . learn parts . . . animals . . . new stove . . . refrigerator . . . new pledge . . . relax . . .

The Alpha Xi's
Give their advisor a party.
What form, what grace, could this be the winning point?

MEMBERS NOT PICTURED

Brandon, P. S.
Clein, M. A.
Cohen, A. D.
Cohn, S. A.
Cooper, D. L.
Davis, A. M.
Fierman, P. B.
Finger, M. K.
Goldburg, B. S.
Green, S.
Hartman, M. A.
Hirsh, M. C.
Kogon, M. N.
Kramer, R. A.
Lederman, A. L.
Leff, G. M.
Markowitz, H. R.
Osteryoung, J. S.
Reznik, R. M.
Rich, G. B.
Ross, D. H.
Saff, E. B.
Solomon, S. J.
Sussman, J. H.
Looks as if Kaiser just won the Georgia game in the last second.

ALPHA EPSILON PI
Zeta Chapter

If only the coach could see me now.
Is everybody ready?

Let's go welcome them in.

That joke wouldn't have been funny an hour ago.
MEMBERS NOT PICTURED

Aiken, K. V.
Brown, G. W.
Brown, W. N.
Burton, R. H.
Collins, W. R.
David, J. M.
Dean, A. D.
Dixon, R. D.
Garcia, C. W.
Herrig, J. R.
James, C. E.
Kirk, W. K.
LaCapra, J. R.
Lander, D. H.
Nicholl, M. O.
Ramsbottom, W. D.
Rinnler, W. B.
Seals, T. A.
Sinyard, J. T.
Smith, R. B.
Swartzer, J. W.
Vann, G. L.
Wellington, R. W.
Weitnauer, J. H.
Wiggins, R. H.
Wilson, B. F.
Wiser, D. J.

The ATO living room is a convenient resting place between classes.

I dropped my what?
All the better to sew with my dear.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Beta Iota Chapter

Here, here, not in front of the camera.

Pledge Sunday is here and the ATOs wait it out.
Wham, right into the net.

Nothing like good old fraternity brotherhood.
OWEN FORRESTER and DON CHAPMAN, Presidents
MRS. S. H. BROWN, Housemother

BETA THETA PI
Gamma Eta Chapter

OFFICERS
Owen Forrester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
Don Chapman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice President
John Dishman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary
Fred Reimers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Treasurer

Bywater and Forrester deal from stacked decks and amaze the rushees with their winnings.

Bill Murden becomes the hero of the day as he rescues a confused duck.
Believe it or not but this will soon develop into a giant yellow jacket.

BETA THETA PI
Gamma Eta Chapter

The Beta's lead by Russ Maddox welcome Steve Innes as a new pledge.
All the hopes of this rush party evening are in the strings that hold up the camouflage net.

As can be seen the camouflage net has some practical uses too.
And just think I was supposed to be out at Scott an hour ago.

It's a bird, it's a plane,
it's the Chi Phi Homecoming display.

MEMBERS NOT PICTURED

Lefourneau, G. N.  Lusink, M. H.  Maner, W. A.  Merkle, J. D.  Messinger, R. J.  Meyer, F. P.  Moseley, W. B.
Sullivan, R. S.  Taylor, W. L.  Thompson, T. L.  Traylor, S. B.  Upshaw, P. C.  Williams, F. P.  Woods, J. L.
People watch with inquisitive faces as they try to decide whether the Chi Phi wreck is landing or taking off.
This is how the Chi Phi's spend those hot fall days.

What an atmosphere to read Chaucer in.

Look who's here with the week-end goodies.

A Chi Phi meditates on a bit of Shakespearian jargon.
Another year . . . another rush . . . do or die this year . . . close the doors they said . . . Zwiggs rakes in the chips . . . with the help of a good Deal . . . fifteen heads . . . oh, what a show . . . alumni snowed . . . won't fix the leak though . . . we told you so Slif . . . Homecoming sparked . . . display got flattened . . . "I dream of her eyes, of her golden hair" . . . House looks great . . . Wish alums could see . . . Old number Four comes back . . . for more . . . foods the greatest . . . parties the latest . . . Soup gets cooked . . . which proves that anyone can do it . . . Hey . . . Mr. P., where's Miss K——? . . . What's the good word? . . . okay . . . magic number anyone . . . favorite song of the new brothers - - Dark at the Top of the Stairs . . . Old Robinson makes it at last . . . an inspiration to all . . . he is on a big diet . . . now, that is . . . that drop finally convinced him . . . number four to the lake . . . the pledges chicken until we initiate . . . drop what on whose foot? . . . Formal fever again . . . here's brotherhood for you . . . the Hell with Athens, hooray AOII, Formal wins . . . This year's best . . . keep it up . . . don't stop to rest . . .

MEMBERS NOT PICTURED

Akridge	Azar	Bache	Banister	Deal	Dodd	Freeland	Harris	Heilker	Hoffmann	Johnson	Kirkland
Lee	Marshall	Martin	Moore	Ponder	Post	Proffitt	Roberts	Robinson	Twiggs	Underwood	Wells

138
Chi Psi's honor their sweetheart.

The first of the 1961 pledge class arrives.

Will society accept us?
Looks like another long one tonight . . . Another minimum food bill? . . . They call each other, Jughead???.  Hey, Foxy . . . Ya, Crow? . . . Drop Trowl . . . We've still got an extra rack . . . Is Duke still a . . . Fourth . . . Hale finally made it . . . eight quarters, gad . . . Who's going toward Emory? . . . Let's just get drunk . . . Where can we get a gym? . . . He has lead fingers when it comes to playing that piano . . . R. A. all the way . . . Gus "Gross" Goose . . . three T.V. sets . . . let me borrow a dollar . . . I still think the drawing was rigged . . . Jerry, personal appearances reflect on the fraternity . . . hill, anyone? . . . Jack Frost? . . . No mam', it's not a supermarket . . . That's not the New Classroom Building . . . That's the I.M. building . . . One of these days you'll freeze to death, Richard . . . Roy . . . Where's the I.M. word? . . . phone on two . . . push to OPEN . . . pass the makin's . . . more flat bread, Sam . . . 'you got a date, yet? . . . who's got change for a quarter? . . . 'looks like a Lhi Pinga Ponga . . . the Alumni told us to . . . cocky pledge . . . gotta cigarette? . . . of course, we're all 21 . . . get off the phone . . . Deke got a job . . . the pledges think they're going to win again . . .
The Delta Sigs' yellow jacket is almost ready for action.

Who's afraid?

Swab that deck sailor.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Alpha Gamma Chapter

Using a little gas and a lot of muscle
the Delta Sigs' reck performed admirably.
Well done mate.

Let's just keep the refrigerator closed during rush week.

What a time to think of that.
Who's a schlub? . . . I don't know . . . Man what a rush week . . . Shelter packed during open houses . . . fabulous parties . . . girls galore . . . forty pledges . . . felt sorry for the SAE's though . . . Man, what a homecoming . . . great parties . . . sponsored Miss Homecoming . . . won the Reck Parade . . . What!, didn't win the homecoming display . . . Flea tried . . . Smith's dog gets the shoe . . . pledges trained . . . what's my name . . . where am I from? . . . to the mantle . . . crickets on the middle deck . . . elephants on the top deck . . . Clayton stumbles around cross country course and breaks record . . . volleyball team wins despite playing coach . . . football team undefeated . . . before first game . . . Cubans on Sunday night, your time to go . . . no, we have no Georgia skins . . . loitering brothers get canned . . . bonds for everyone . . . everybody partying . . . prohibition hits . . . the Delt Raiders strike . . . red rat hats all over the place . . . second place in charity drive . . . finals next week . . . Halleck peddles pep pills . . . Simmond peddles Hot Nut tickets . . . TV lab final—shaft, wait until next quarter . . . third in campus scholarship . . . Initiation Sunday; what a banquet, 25 new brothers, what a chapter . . .
James DuBose wishes all a happy proabition.

MEMBERS NOT PICTURED


The spitun returns to the Delta Shelter.
The moment they worked for is here.

DELTA TAU DELTA
Gamma Psi Chapter

The Shelter gets the once over before Rush Week.
Hey bud,
where is your ID card.

Dekle and Yank
get down to some serious studying.

Pledgemaster????
Ran down a little ole lady . . . Ed fails to observe pedestrian rights . . . is he still on the phone . . . the downstairs one too? . . . teenage business man . . . what the hell’s the last P. I.? . . . we’ve got to study — next quarter . . . social pro . . . formal a success . . . in a gallon jug yet . . . room 806 . . . split her dress . . . what a farce . . . football league champs . . . three hours straight . . . finally won some volleyball . . . wreck makes it on burlap and bricks . . . Mr. Wonderful . . . get off my back . . . Oh! that kind of a screwdriver . . . three o’clock pig parade . . . how are things at the goat house . . . fifty million times a day . . . down the tubes . . . Oh, hello . . . three hundred games . . . Traffic Court — my home away from home . . . Got your pin back yet? . . . No J. Mac, I don’t think it’s a matter of States Rights at all . . . But I’m sure that we had a hundred dollars more than this indicates . . . Ah, so You Chinese Boy Uuh . . . Roses are red, chrysanthemums are blue, daffodills are yellow, petunias are sometimes pink . . . There is something in what you are saying . . . there’s a daffodill under your window . . . Who did you say? . . . the great Bohemian . . . the ceiling watches you in the Rose Room . . .
Wonderful! Wonderful!

"Back in the saddle again"

MEMBERS NOT PICTURED

Allee, E. G.
Alexander, D. L.
Cecil, C. V.
Daugherty, W. R.
Dornbos, W. A.
Findlay, J. S.
Gargotta, J. A.
Gullatt, J. F.
McArdle, J. C.
Mcllvaine, J. T.
Marsh, W. H.
Moincke, H. H.
Morgan, R. M.
Powell, B. J.

"If I were only a squirrel."
Rush again brings the rains . . . Thirty cross the Mason-Dixon Line on pledge Sunday to join the long gray line . . . The Choate jacket gains fame in the process . . . Canon saved from police . . . Pledges (with brothers for reinforcements) defend flag from all attackers . . . "C" visits house to add color to weekend . . . Make an anchor out of what? . . . Big bus to good ole Birmingham . . . We lost to Auburn? . . . Prohibition disqualifies Homecoming display . . . Wreck lost to time . . . Juke box and feathered candlesticks added to Penny Arcade . . . We finally won a volleyball game . . . Wooks graduated from us to Army . . . Log rolls on to new fame . . . The thief strikes again leaving us tubeless . . . Everyone develops squint eyes watching micro-TV . . . Bowlers roll high with big balls . . . Ashby adds new step to Tennessee twist . . . Rip sets all time record for most trips to Scott in one night . . . Another frozen holiday brings holiday cheer . . . Winter formal and "The Bear" . . . Things developed well for a successful and eventful year . . . Surprise package, Jane Henderson, our new Rose . . . On to the Old South . . . also to the "Midnighters" . . . Anyway, this is the Centennial for all bearded gentlemen . . .
KA's and their dates gather in front of the house after a victorious football game.

What! A clear container at the Old South Ball.
Remnants of the old south live on as the Confederate Flag is displayed in the background.

KAPPA ALPHA
Alpha Sigma Chapter

The KA’s three wheeled bodyless frame makes a grand appearance before the crowd.

MEMBERS NOT PICTURED
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Boswell, W. F.  
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Branch, T. L.  
Bryan, C. N.  
Busbee, W. L.  
Childs, T. M.  
Choate, A. B.  
Collins, G. M.  
Davitte, W. B.  
Dorsett, R. A.  
Gerren, P. M.  
Geren, P. M.  
Kelly, J. C.  
Kent, J. D.  
Lessig, W. A.  
McCamy, D. H.  
McCaskill, A. J.  
McCown, D. S.  
Miller, D. J.  
Montgomery, R.  
Moreland, J. A.  
Moss, T. S.  
Nichols, D. E.  
Nimmo, I. A.  
Pebbley, H. W.  
Pirnie, M. S.  
Rester, A. G.  
Roerig, G. H.  
Rooks, J. D.  
Sheridan, R. E.  
Skidmore, P. M.  
Sowers, W. L.  
Smith, G. T.  
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Watts, W. H.
Twenty KA pledges send this Greenie back to his bottle.
Autumn surprise... house never looked better... new furniture... new paint... new pledges... tremendous rush... orgies-uh-parties roar into overtime... wall to wall rush girls... standing room only... in the passion pit... must be careful not to step on anyone... scholarship zooms... the question is which way... unusual rise in fraternity bills... treasurer buys new car... Corvette... Snappers cop intramural football crown as usual... seventh time in eight years... Kappa Sigs place five in intramural All-star eleven... wish we could get some competition... Abdul finishes in the money for Ugliest Man on Campus... Kappa Sigs hold keg posts on the school publications... Black and Whits finally arrives... so does best girl... romance reigns for a weekend... troops make annual jaunt... to Fort Lauderdale... unfortunately... leaf in time to avoid the riots... Thus in accordance... with school policy... that is... Spring quarter finally comes rolling around... Greek Week highlights the great Spring Quarter... A Hell raising time was had by all... Naturally... We're Kappa Sigs!!

OFFICERS
Ted Haney
Bob Saunders
Donald R. Hodges
Tommy Richards

TED HANEY, President
MRS. PEARL WILLIAMSON, Housemother

MEMBERS NOT PICTURED

Arnold Barnwell Bence Buxton Coleman Coston Crum Davis Farrell Field Fleming Gannaway

KAPPA SIGMA
Alpha Tau Chapter
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Ted Haney, President
MRS. PEARL WILLIAMSON, Housemother

A newly pinned brother gets a belly busting.

Ted Haney
Bob Saunders
Donald R. Hodges
Tommy Richards

Ted Haney, President
MRS. PEARL WILLIAMSON, Housemother

A newly pinned brother gets a belly busting.

A newly pinned brother gets a belly busting.
The ME Society has a meeting on the Kappa Sig lawn.

A Kappa Sig sharpshooter puts one in the side pocket.
The Kappa Sigs said they would “take care” of the Honor Board man’s car while he inspected.

KAPPA SIGMA
Alpha Tau Chapter

This doesn’t seem to be a crowd.

Who said the Vikings were primitive?
This hideaway seems ideal for playing cards and other "indoor sports."

The well known Kappa Sig football team shows their winning style.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Bata Kappa Chapter

OFFICERS
Charles Bleakly . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
Stanley Sattinger . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice President
Julio Vengoechea . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary
Lloyd Gottman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Treasurer

Lambdas in savage mood for rush . . . Best Ass on campus
. . . Homecoming great . . . Reck orbits into second place
. . . The Phantom Goose is "in" . . . Bleakley and Brantley
support the Homecoming displays . . Bombed Moorholt
bombs Toland with one fifth of Texas . . . "Pig Skinners"-
wallow in mire of second place on campus . . . Lost two
skins and won one from U.T. . . Lang one-armed into
marriage . . . Prohibition in, brothers out, at K of C hall
. . . The Mistakes weren't such a bad mistake after all . . .
New stereo a smoker's delight . . . The Phantom Goose just
went out . . . Cars still buried in parking lot . . . New fence
is "Gone With the Wind" . . . Formal is a smash hit . . .
Greany round ballers dribbled to top of the White League
. . . So what if we didn't win the Blood Drive — more of us
fainted . . . Richard Williams gets "drowned" in dining
room — Ronny Cason in Piedmont Park . . . Bowlers roll into
first . . . Technique snakes new Crescent Girl, Jackie Smith,
for Phi Kappa Sigma . . . Skit stunted by judges . . . The
Ambassador Rat [Hamrajani] gets shot . . . Lambda Chis
outchested coeds in campus drive . . . Party room ceiling
still is up . . . They finally put the 30" TV to sleep — so to
to bed.

The high light of the Lambda
Chi rush season was this beatnik party.
MEMBERS NOT PICTURED


With this original display the Lambda Chi's took first place.
Four Lambda Chi's have just challenged the photographer to a game.

LAMBD A CHI ALPHA
Beta Kappa Chapter

Rush parties were a little out of the ordinary this year.
But I'm having a good time here.

With all the good looking women, good music, and wonderful atmosphere, this will be a night to remember.
Phi Delts and their dates gather at the house after a football game.

It's getting hard to keep my opaque container upright.

They are tuning up for that Fort Lauderdale vacation.
A quick game between classes is just what the doctor ordered.

PHI DELTA THETA
Georgia Delta Chapter

More serious card players say that even a quick class between games is too long.
The PT grades will surely rise.

Typical of the intramural teams is this Phi Delt football team. With all the pretty rush girls no rushee could help being impressed with the Phi Delts.
Another terribly boss year descends on the Phi Hippies at 160 6th . . . Rush is a gas . . . Piano Red parties, gambling-type smokers . . . Miles Davis and MJQ . . . Our seventeen new pledges . . . Homecoming swings with a hip version of "TRAMP TULANE" that gets as far as the "MAUL MICHIGAN" stage . . . All night study sessions with poppin' out and "Moonglow with Martin" take shape . . . Tea, anyone? . . . More solid parties until the Hill cools us for about 90-days . . . Chaz gets his Chevy copped, but comes up with a new "Vette" . . . Tragedy hits the Trio . . . "Trane" gets pinned, "Zoot" is lovaliered, but Miles stays free [except for Donna] . . . Decent grades, vacation, and New Years at Epo's and Gil's (and the Cabana) end up a swingin' Fall . . . 3 and 5-letter Yet Knish . . . Arnowich and his Lenny Bruce sides fall in at the pad . . . Rich, Chaz, and Tom "bring in the cheese" to nab the Bowling Championship . . . The stench of dead cats flits through the house causing Prager some grief . . . Wink splits to Miami Beach regularly . . . Aunt Minnie graces our household making life more bearable . . . Our lucious Dream Girl and her Court were coronated at the Dream Girl Dance, March 3, 1961 . . .
Bet these girls aren’t from Scott!

During intermission this Phi Ep gargles rum for entertainment.
In the beginning... IFC Trophy... then rewarding rush revealed seventeen shining stars... hot homecoming display brightly burns... disaster... beer blast boosts morale... big brains bring scholarship trophy... The Famous Fijis, the Brothers Four, conduct cool concert on the campus... Fiji Santas fill empty stockings at Christmas... Wet winter weekend fails to dampen festive Fiji Formal... Linda Robertson - Queen... Pinned pushovers for pullovers plunge in Piedmont... black balls roll... bowling... Firemen extinguish Greek Grease fire... Profuse period prevails as brothers bleed... scholarship slips on drained brains... fourteen Fiji initiates investigate inferno... Brothers bask in sun with booze and broads in Lauderdale... First in league in bowling... second in school... a paradise is attained as fearless Fijis produce Polynesian party... LAGNAF!!!... meanwhile... the antlered Fijis watch "rain-dears"... on channel "B"... Cox is chosen as chief of IFC... LAGNAF!!!... great expectations... for future... near future... for sure... a new house is hanging loose on the horizon... PERGE...
The Phi Gams witness a historic moment as the ground-breaking for their new house takes place.

MEMBERS NOT PICTURED

Baker, J. L.  Figgins, J. M.  Moore, R. P.
Berry, M. E.  Grant, W. G.  Porter, G. A.
Campbell, J. R.  Hill, H. C.  Sanders, D. V.
Clark, C. D.  Knight, W. D.  Taylor, J. E.
Clough, G. W.  Larrowe, M. M.  Towns, R. W.
Croswell, J. E.  Lovejoy, W. D.  Walker, R. J.
Downing, J. R.  Masterson, T.  Wickersham, T. W.
Suppose this was posed?

The Fiji Island party is the high light of the Phi Gam social year.

Tech is not all play says this Fiji.

Don Rentz plays dummy again.
Sound engineering practices call for plenty of glue.

PHI GAMMA DELTA
Gamma Tau Chapter

Potter, G. A.  Potter, G. M.  Rentz  Rust  Sights  Sokolosky  Soper  Taylor  Weatherspoon  Whitesides, R.  Whitesides, R.  Wiegner
Eighteen new skulls on Pledge Sunday . . . Good job Willy . . . Oh no, not Camellia Gardens again . . . Coach Miller inspires V-ballers to school playoffs — then what? . . . Noel leads the gridders . . . What do you mean we can’t go back next year for Homecoming? . . . we wuz robbed by the display judges . . . No more shrimp dinners on meeting nights . . . Thank you Br'er Sidell . . . Mike did it, he conquered the whole world . . . On February 24 Harriet conquered John and all his brothers . . . Social pro again, rats . . . Did you see our wheel chaired cagers roll through the league undefeated only to get rolled? . . . Are the beans really better than the steaks? . . . The old Alpha Nu’s strike again . . . Dan thinks it only rains on the out house . . . “Fun Week” was, wasn’t it? . . . Bob, isn’t that a sheep in your boots? . . . Where is your pin Lem . . . You mean that you can’t spell emerine? . . . Lights, water, and studies temporarily disrupted . . . B. V. and Tom are out there somewhere . . . Did Martha get Ben the right size? . . . Get packed Dennis . . . Look it’s the breadwinner . . . Howie plays bumper tag on phoney . . . Jerry are you going to race that go cart? . . . Pass the zoup soup . . . What a year . . . Plus ell tee.
MEMBERS NOT PICTURED

Astin, W. F.
Banks, R. H.
Black, C. H.
Brown, S. E.
Davenport, M. H.
Deutsch, H. M.
Eisinger, J. B.
Harwell, B. B.
Hill, S. M.
Jacoby, J. M.
Johnson, E. C.
Lavender, T. E.
Manton, R. A.
Mullis, A. C.
Spottswood, H. M.
Starr, R. D.
Starr, S. R.
Sweeney, P.
Wilson, D. F.

Even though prohibition is here the music plays and the Phi Kapps swing.